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Quantum coherence is typically considered to be a resource for the quantum information devices. More
recently, it is understood that it can also be used as a “fuel” for quantum heat engines (QHEs). Such a profound
QHE, which can convert quantum coherence to useful work, can be practically appealing only if the abundant
coherence is produced and protected either naturally or by energetically cheap artificial methods. Moreover,
it is necessary to be able to have a scheme that can harvest stored coherences as heat to produce work in a
genuine heat engine cycle.

In this work, we show that an ensemble of initially incoherent two level atoms can develop large amount of
many body quantum coherence by collective coupling to a thermal environment. We find that this coherence
exhibits a superlinear scaling with the number of ensemble atoms. In addition, we propose a scheme in
which a single two level atom is used as a working medium to harvest these coherences by randomly and
repeatedly interacting with similarly prepared coherent atomic clusters (pairs). The working atom reaches to
a steady state that can be described by a thermal equilibrium state whose temperature depends on the amount
of coherence in the clusters. The intriguing point is that only certain coherences can be produced by collective
heating and only those that can be converted back to heat. These coherences share the characteristic property
of belonging to the energy degenerate subspaces which are classified as heat exchange coherences. Collective
heating can "charge" such "flammable" coherences even if they are not present initially and preserve them in
steady state so that they can be "discharged" back to heat by the initiation of harvesting scheme.

(a) Heat is used to produce (“charge”) coherences (b) Coherences are harvested back (“discharged”) as heat

FIG. 1: Schematic view of (a) creation and (b) harvesting of coherences in our model. A pair of two level
atoms initially in a state with coherence CL can be transformed into a state with higher coherence CH > CL

by collective interaction with a thermal bath. Energetic cost of generation of coherences is paid by the
“natural” heat ∆Q withdrawn form the thermal bath. Some amount of this energy can be harvested back by a
repeated interaction method where a single two level atom is coupled sequentially with a pair of atoms with

coherence CH . The coupling happens at random times and the atom reaches to a steady state that can be
described by a thermal state with an effective temperature Teff which depends on the CH of atomic pairs.
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